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Global Women, sadly, shamefully,
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you are still being subjected to many forms of humiliation

you are not yet free from so many forms of discrimination
you are still victims of sexual abuse

Questionable values about women, advertising may infuse
Globally, there are still many constructive choices you are not allowed to make
Still many constructive courses of action you are not allowed to take
Globally, there are still few of you holding key political positions
You are still restricted by gender-based legal impositions
As global citizens, you are not yet fully recognized for your creativity
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Not yet fully recognized for your sensitivity
Globally, not all of you dress as you please
Nor wear clothes designed for comfort and ease

Globally, as a spouse, what family rights and responsibilities do you share?
As a spouse, for your children how are you expected to care?

To global-audience enlightenment you are not always asked to contribute

What dignifying, edifying, inspiring roles to you does Society usually attribute?
Globally, not all of you are hired professionally for your competence
Nor are you praised professionally for your intelligence
Globally, religious or spiritual beliefs or preferences you can´t always profess
Globally, what aspects of your religious or spiritual beliefs do you have to confess?
Globally, are you being assured of economic equalization?
Globally, are you being deprived of economic co-participation?
Globally, your artistic creations are not always given due appreciation
Globally, your scientific innovations are not always given fair evaluation
As global citizens, you are not always treated with full dignity
As global citizens you are not always recognized for your birth-giving humanity
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